Abstract
Introduction
Highly parallel computers are commonly organized as a set of nodes consisting of a processor and memory that communicate over an interconnection network. Thus the communication network topology plays a critical role in such an architecture.
Through the history of multicomputers, the mesh network, featured for its small degree and fitness for various scientific calculations including flow dynamics, QCD, and structural analysis, has been widely used in this area. Moreover, many parallel computation algorithms have been accumulated and refined on the current machines with mesh structure.
Recursive Diagonal Torus (RDT) [5] is a class of networks, which carries on the advantages of mesh structure and greatly improves the performance of mesh when the number of nodes reaches to ten thousand nodes.
The RDT consists of recursively structured mesh (torus) connection. It supports smaller diameter and degree than that of the hypercube if the number of nodes is between 1000 and 10000. Since the native network called the Perfect RDT is unrealistic for its large degree, the concept of torus assignment is introduced to make a practical extension of RDT.
A simple assignment called RDT(2,4,1)/ has been proposed [5] , and the router chip based on the assignment was implemented [1] and used in a real machine called JUMP-1 [2] . Although this assignment shows enough performance under uniform traffic, the congestion of low rank tori degrades the performance when local communication is dominant. In this paper, RDT(2,4,1)/ torus assignment is proposed, focusing on improving the performance for local communication.
In Section 2, the interconnection structure of the RDT is briefly introduced. A new torus assignment RDT(2,4,1)/ is proposed in Section 3, and the routing algorithms are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, a comparison is made between RDT(2,4,1)/ and RDT(2,4,1)/ on local area message transfer over a large size of RDT network.
Interconnection Network: RDT

Definition of the RDT
The name Recursive Diagonal Torus (RDT) itself expresses clearly its characteristics. In other words, this novel class of network is composed of a series of recursively structured mesh (torus) connections with increasing size in the diagonal directions.
First, a two-dimensional square mesh (torus) will serve as the basis of RDT.
Base torus
The base torus is a two-dimensional square array of nodes each of which is numbered with a two-dimensional number as follows: where N = n k . The n and k are natural numbers. The torus network is formed with four links between node x; y and neighboring four nodes:
(mod(x 1; N ), y) and (x, mod(y 1; N )) This base torus is also called the rank-0 torus.
Upper rank tori
The upper tori are formed in a recursive way. Four links can be added between node x; y and nodes x n; y n. Thus, these four new links form a new torus network on the basis of rank-0 torus with a direction of 45 degrees to the original torus. Then on what is called rank-1 torus, another torus network is formed in the same manner, and yet another. In one word, the rank-(r+1) torus is formatted on the rank-r torus to provide bypass links in the diagonal direction. Figure 1 shows rank-1 and rank-2 tori when n is set to be 2.
The rank-(r+1) torus is called an upper rank torus based on the rank-r. n is called cardinal number.
RDT
Recursive Diagonal Torus RDT(n; R; m) is a class of networks in which each node has links to form base torus(rank-0) and m upper tori (the maximum rank is R) with the cardinal number n. According to this definition, the degree of the RDT(n; R; m) can be shown as: 4m + 1 . 
Figure 1. Upper rank tori
Perfect RDT
A network in which every node has links to form all possible upper rank tori is called the Perfect RDT (PRDT(n; R)) where n is the cardinal number and R is the maximum rank.
Although the PRDT is unrealistic because of its large degree (4R + 1 ), it is an important basis for establishing message routing algorithms of the RDT theoretically.
Torus assignment
The change of the parameters of RDT (n or m) could provide a variety of RDT structures which will apply to different applications or provide various characteristics. For easy inheritance of the previous accomplished routing algorithms based on binary tree or cube, the cardinal number n is set to be 2.
As for parameter m, the RDT with a large m would require too much hardware, since each upper torus requires four links. If we consider a system with ten thousand nodes(for example, an array of 128 128 or 256 256 nodes), and m is set to be 1(degree=8), the maximum rank of upper tori is 4. Therefore, the RDT(2,4,1) is mainly treated here.
In RDT(2,4,1), the structure varies with different assignments for upper rank tori to each node. This assignment is called the torus assignment. In order to assign tori clearly, we need to define the method of identifying the upper rank tori.
Identification of upper torus
An upper torus is represented with its node number following the 2n n array fraction (n is the cardinal number) of the base torus.
A rank-(r+1) torus is represented with the node number of the above array in the rank-r torus.
For example, the rank-1 torus in Figure 2 is called (1,0) torus. The rank-2 torus in Figure 2 is (1,0) torus formed on (0,0) torus, and thus, called ((0,0)(1,0)) torus. ((0,0)(*,*)) represents all rank-2 tori on the rank-1 torus (0,0).
Various torus assignment strategies can be selected considering the traffic of the network. If the local traffic is large, the number of nodes which have low ranks should be increased.
A relatively simple torus assignment is proposed first.
RDT(2,4,1)/
Here, RDT(2,4,1) with the following torus assignment is called the RDT(2,4,1)/ [14] .
rank-1: (1,0) , (3,1) rank-2: ((0,0)(*,*)) , ((2,1)(*,*)) rank-3: ((1,1)(*,*)(*,*)) , ((3,0)(*,*)(*,*)) rank-4: ((0,1)(*,*)(*,*)(*,*)) , ((2,0)(*,*)(*,*)(*,*)) In the above assignment, as what is previously defined, each node has eight links altogether, four of which are for the base torus(rank-0), and the rest for upper torus(rank-1 to rank-4). Since the cardinal number n is set to 2, 8 upper independent rank-1 tori can be formed on the base torus.
Among these 8 tori, two of them1; 03; 1 are used just as the rank-1 tori. Two others 0; 02; 1 are used to form rank-2 tori, still two others for rank-3 tori, and the rest for rank-4 tori. In this way, each node with an upper rank torus
A new torus assignment RDT(2,4,1)/
RDT is featured for its good performance in a MPC with more than ten thousands nodes when there is an uniform access probability to local and remote nodes. However, for many practical applications, local message communication happens much more often than remote ones. That is to say, one concerns more about how soon the message could be sent to his near neighbors than to a point that is far away. Consequently, when local message communication is dominant in such machines, the small number of low level rank tori in RDT(2,4,1)/ assignment does not fit.
In order to adjust to such application requirements, and not to increase much of the diameter, rank-1 and rank-2 links are increased in number with corresponding decrement of rank-3 and rank-4 links. That is because more rank-1 and rank-2 links would enable more adaptable routing of local message transfer. A collection of torus assignments meet the above description. One of them is chosen and named RDT(2,4,1)/ , since it could better implement the floating vector algorithm and minimize rank-0 steps.
Definition of RDT(2,4,1)/
According to the previous definition of RDT(2,4,1)/ , the following torus assignment shows the RDT(2,4,1)/ : rank-1: (1,0),(2,1),(0,1) rank-2: ((0,0)(*,*)),((3,1)(*,*)),((1,1)(*,*)) rank-3: ((3,0)(*,*)(*,*)) rank-4: ((2,0)(*,*)(*,*)(*,*)) Just as in RDT(2,4,1)/ , each node has eight links, four of which are for the base(rank-0) torus, and the rest are for rank-1 to rank-4 torus. However, unlike RDT(2,4,1)/ , more nodes are connected to form lower ranks including rank-1 and rank-2. This assignment improves the performance of communication between nodes that are near to each other, without much effect to those that are far between.
In this torus assignment, one could see that not all the ranks are connected to each node as what is shown in RDT(2,4,1)/ . The neighboring nodes that are directly connected to each node only cover three ranks. However, from the viewpoint of probability, most of the cases lacked are On the other hand, the number of links that have local connections is increased. To be more specific, each node has connections to three links that has rank-1 or rank-2 connections. Obviously, this would improve the message routing when considering local area.
Message Routing Algorithms
For RDT(n,R,m), the routing algorithm can be divided into two parts:
Vector routing for the Perfect RDT that is assignment independent [5] Floating vector routing to fit different torus assignments
Revised floating vector routing for RDT(2,4,1)/
The vector routing algorithm for the PRDT must be modified so as to enable message routing on different torus assignments of RDT(2,4,1), since only one upper torus is connected to each node in RDT(2,4,1)/ and RDT(2,4,1)/ .
Additional steps must be taken in order to route the message through ranks that are different from what is connected to the source node, and are required by the pre-determined vectors for the PRDT. For this purpose, the floating vector routing is proposed. In this method, packets are routed in a way to minimize the routing with rank-0 torus, according to the vector routing on the PRDT.
The vector reduction described above is done in the source node. As a result, both the diameter and average distance are minimized. The algorithm for the floating vector routing is as follows: This routing method is torus assignment independent. In RDT(2,4,1)/ , only one single step of message transfer to a neighboring node is required for every node to use any rank of torus. In the newly proposed torus assignment RDT(2,4,1)/ , additional one step is required when the neighboring nodes do not have tori required in the predetermined routing. However, the possibility of such cases is small when local message transfer without using upper tori is dominant.
Performance Evaluation of RDT(2,4,1)/
With up to 2 16 nodes, RDT(2,4,1)/ torus assignment inherits the merits of RDT(2,4, 1)/ with reasonable degree and comparatively small diameter, when it focuses on improving local communication performance.
Performance evaluation with other direct network.
First, the diameter and degree of the RDT(2,4,1)/ are compared with other direct networks.
From Table 1 , one could see that RDT(2,4,1)/ supports smaller diameter than most of the direct networks considered. To be more specific, RDT(2,4,1)/ provides a smaller diameter than that of the hypercube when the system reaches to 65536 nodes, a much easier way to emulate the mesh than that of De Bruijn, Kautz, Pladhan, and a recursive structure compared with Diagonal Mesh [12] . In RDT(2,4,1)/ , the torus assignment covers every rank tori. That is, nodes that have different rank connections are equally distributed. Therefore, with floating vector routing method, diameter and average distance do not increase much.
RDT(
Considering that some applications have requirement mainly on local message transfer, and that at the same time not to reduce the number of links over which messages can be sent through upper rank tori, RDT(2,4,1)/ is proposed to enhance local communication.
In RDT(2,4, 1)/ , the number of nodes that have lower rank tori connections (rank-1, rank-2) is increased, sacrificing some upper rank(rank-3, rank-4) connections. In this way, when applying floating vector routing, the message transfer will have more choice on direction so that messages could be floated to the neighboring nodes when it needs lower rank tori, thus to reduce diameter and average distance greatly in this aspect. With a computer simulator, we compare the average diameter of RDT(2,4,1)/ and RDT(2,4,1)/ under such a condition. In Figure 4 , a square area with a small number of nodes, from 2 2 to 128 128, is randomly sampled from a fairly large size of RDT structure, the latter of which must be large enough to ensure the routing on the sampled square is independent. That is, the sampled square will not contain torus structure, but plain mesh instead. In the graph, the X-axis from 0 to 128 represents the number of nodes to make a sampling area, while the Y-axis shows the average distance calculated based on the corresponding size of area. Since the start position on RDT(2,4,1) with various ranks would end with quite different results considering local message transmission, the data are calculated on all the nodes in one assignment, i.e., altogether 8 lines for RDT(2,4,1)/ and RDT(2,4,1)/ are involved. To be more specific, in Figure  4 the line "alpha-(0,1)" represents that the routing message starts from nodes ((0,1)(*,*)(*,*)(*,*) as what is previously defined in the definition of RDT(2,4,1)/ , etc.. To evaluate the local performance on these two assignments respectively, the concept of weight for local or remote transmission should be added. However, the weight calculation would be different with various applications. Therefore the weight is supposed to be the same in this paper.
From Figure 4 , one could see that between 4 4 and 16 16 nodes, RDT(2,4,1)/ shows a better average performance than that of RDT(2,4,1)/ . And from 16 16 to 32 32, some of the cases in RDT(2,4,1)/ are better than RDT(2,4,1)/ . Over 32 32 nodes, more upper ranks(rank-3,rank-4) are required to route the packet, and there are less nodes that have direct connection to upper ranks. Therefore, the average distance of RDT(2,4,1)/ within this quantity is a little bit more than that of RDT (2,4,1) / . But the difference in between would not be enlarged as the size of the sampled area increases. Instead, it will remain approximately a constant value. This shows that with the variation of torus assignment, routing for the local message transfer could be greatly improved.
Conclusion
A new torus assignment named RDT(2,4,1)/ is proposed and discussed. Based on the floating vector routing algorithm, this torus assignment achieves better performance than the traditional RDT(2,4,1)/ assignment with same diameter and less average distance when local communication is dominant.
Thus it further proves that RDT structure can be extended to different practical models to meet various needs from all kinds of applications. Through the computer simulation, we are now investigating an effective method to show the rule of torus assignment to adjust RDT to suit different application requirements.
